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theory of the free formation of cells in exudations; but 
this view, however, was not universally entertained by 
them. Prof. Goodsir (op. cit., 1845), and Dr, Redfern 1 

had shown its inapplicability in inflammation and ulcera
tion of articular cartilages. Prof. Virchow, in a series of 
papers in his Archiv, commencing with vol. i. in 1847, 
had described the endogenous formation of young cells 
in pathological structures. In his" Lectures on Cellular 
r d.thology," published in 1858, Virchow, like Goodsir, 
announced his belief in the mapping out of the body into 
cell territories. Virchow's conception of the territory was 
the intercellular substance immediately surrounding a cell, I 
and subject to its influence. 2 He maintained that in pdtho
logical structures there was no instance of development 
de novo, but that where a cell existed, there one must have 
been before. He called it the law of continuous develop
ment, which could be formulated in the expression olflnis 
cellula e cellula. He adduced a great variety of specific 
instances to show the diffusion throughout the tissues and 
organs of nucleated cells, and he established, by a 
variety of proofs, the important part played by the cell 
elements, more especially those of the connective tissue, 
in the inflammatory process and in the production of new 
formations. He advanced, indeed, such a mass of evidence 
in support of this position, tha t the theory of free cell
formation was shortly after abandoned in connection with 
pathological processes, as it had been some time pre
viously by most observers in normal histogenesis.3 

(To be continued.) 

THE CAUSES OF ANTICYCLONES AND 
CYCLONES. 

A MEMOIR presented to the Vi'enna Academy of 
Sciences on April 17 last by Prof. J. Hann, giving 

the results of his study of an anticyclone which layover 
Central Europe from November 12 to 24, 18K9,' brings to 
a climax one of those investigations that rank as land
marks in the advance of science) and compels us to 
modify in some important particulars the views now 
generally current 011 some of the leading phenomena in 
meteorology. Next to the facts of the general circulation 
of the atmosphere, which, in recent years, have been 
treated of more particularly by Ferrel, Hann, Siemens, 
Sprung, Uberbeck, and Pernter, the relations between 
areas of high and low pressure, or anticyclones and 
cyclones, have played a chief part in the science of 
atmospheric movements; and indeed in that large and 
popular department that deals with the weather and 
its vicissitudes, they may be said almost to monopolize 
the field. Hitherto, however, excepting in so far as 
the movements of the clouds afford us any information 
of the changes in progress in the higher atmosphere, 
our experIentIal knowledge of cyclones and anticyclones I 

has been almost restricted to wha t can be observed within I 
a small distance of the general la nd-surface. As a rule, 
a region of hi.:h barometer, especially in the winter, is 
one of low surface temperature, while cyclones, which 
originate in regions of low pressure, are fed by warm 
southerly winds. Interpreting these facts by the light of 
well-known physical laws, it has become the common 
teaching of our text-books that the former are due to the 
low mean temperature and therefore increased density 
of the superincumbent air column, while the latter are 

t. ' : Abnormal Nutrition in Articular Cartilages," Edinbu1'gh ]/[onthly 
Medlen.l j uu rnal . August 1849 ; and separate me moir, E dinburgh, r8so. 

:2 He first used the term" Zellcn Territorien 11 in his Arckiv, Bd. iv., 1852 , 

p, 383, 
3. In a lecture . which . I delivered before the Royal College o f Surgeons, 

Edmburg h, In 1863 (Edmburgh Medzeal J ot/n ta l, April 1863), I summarized 
of the of patho logical ce ll form<uions from pre

cells. an-j _adduced example..: from my vwn observations. 
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nebst Bemerkungen up..ber die Barometer-maxima 10 Aligemeinen, " von J. 
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brought ahout by the opposite conditions. The correct
ness of these views, in so far, at. least , as regards anti
cyclones, was challenged by Dr. Hann as long ago as 
1875, in a paper published in the Vienna Zeitschrijt 
(vol. x. p. 210), wherein he showed that, as a result both of 
theory and observation, the cold that prevails in a region 
of high barometer in winter is really due to terrestrial radia
tion under the clear skies that are characteristic of such 
an area, that it is restricted to a stratum of very moderate 
thickness, and that above this the compression of the 
sinking atmosphere must induce a high temperature, and 
consequently greatly reduce its density. 

In a subsequent, very suggestive paper, published in 
1879 in the fourteenth volume of the same periodical, he 
discussed more fully the causes of anticyclones, and con
cluded that they are essentially the same as those which. 
give rise to the two sub-tropical zones of high barometer
viz. the congestion of the upper or anti-trade currents, 
directed polewards and eastwards, which, owing to the 
rapid contraction of the circumpolar zones in high lati
tudes, are partially arrested and forced to return in a 
lower stratum of the atmosphere. He also expressed the 
opinion that these areas of congested currents determine 
the formation of travelling cyclones in the intervals of 
relatively low pressure, instead of being themselves 
caused by the overflow of the upper currents from the 
latter (which is Ferrel's view). Hence that both anti
cyclones and cyclones have their origin in the circum
stances of the general atmospheric circulation, and are, in 
neither case, primarily due to the heating or cooling of 
that part of the earth's surface which they temporarily 
occupy. Some further consequences of high importance 
were pointed out in this essay. Since the general circu
lation of the atmosphere is determined by the expansion 
of the air over the equatorial zone, and the consequent 
tilting of the planes of equal pressure to form a gradient 
between the equator and the two poles, the greater fre
quency of stormy weather in the higher latitudes in 
winter was shown to follow from the increased activity of 
the higher or anti-trade currents; the difference of tem
perature between equatorial and polar and sub-polar 
regions being at that season at their maximum.; and not 
merely to the contrasted conditions of continents and 
oceans. Also that any cause tending to increase the 
heating and expansion of the equatorial atmosphere 
must intensify both the anticyclonic and cyclonic move
ments of the temperate and sub-polar zones. In another 
paper, published in the fifteenth volume of the Zeitsc/lrijt, 
he pointed out that this last view received confirmation 
from the fact, then recently ascertained, that those years 
in which the barometer ranged below the average in the 
Indo-Malayan region were years of excessive barometric 
pressure in winter (but not in summer) in Western 
Siberia and Russia. 

From time to time, as occasion has served, Prof. 
Hann has continued to verify these views, by investigating 
the temperature conditions of anticyclones, on the evidence 
afforded more particularly by the high Alpine and other 
mountain observatories. He has thus shown that the rela
tively high temperature prevailing a t high levels during 
periods of intense winter cold at low levels is no exceptional 
occurrence, but a constant and characteristic feature of anti
cyclonic conditions. Moreover, that, as a general fact, the 
temperature at mountain observatories in winter rises and 
falls directly with the barometric pressure a t those eleva
tions, while the reverse holds good at. the general ground 
surface. In summer, the lowest temperatures at mou1)tain 
observatories coincide also with the lowest pressures at 
the ground surface; a'nd this he explains partly by the 
fact that a low barometer is accompanied with stormy 
and rainy weather, and with snow at the greater eleva
tions, and partly by the dynamic cooling of the ascending 
air over the region of minimum pressure. The Alpine 
observatories are, however, less favourably situated for 
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observing the conditions of cyclones than of anticyclones, 
since the Eastern Alps lie away from the ordinary tracks 
of these storms, and are but seldom traversed by their 
vortices. 

In his latest memoir, Dr. Hann describes and com
pares two striking instances; one of a prolonged period 
of barometric maximum (from November 12 to 17, 1889), 
and one of a barometric minimum, on October 1 of the 
same year. Both of these included the Eastern Alps, 
and thus afforded an unusually favourable opportunity 
for contrasting their accompanying temperature condi
tions up to an elevation of over 3000 metres. The result 
is that, notwithstanding that the anticyclone occurred six 
weeks later in the year than the barometric minimum of 
October 1, the mean temperature of the anticyclonic air
column up to a height of 3 kilometres, was certainly more 
than 2° C. higher than that of the antecedent minimum. 
The further conclusions may be given in the words of the 
memoir. 

" That this result holds good, not only for the baro
metric minimum of October 1, 1889, but as a general 
fact (the temperatures in both cases being regarded as 
deviations from the normal of the season), is in itself 
probable, and has been fully established in my investiga
tion of the temperature of the summit of the Sonnblick 
during periods of high and lo'w pressure at the earth's 
surface. One result of this was that the cyclones of the 
summer half-year bring about a great cooling of the air
column of at least considerably over 3000 metres in 
height, and cause the greatest depressions of tem
perature that occur in the summer generally. The 
mean temperature of the whole air-column in a summer 
cyclone, from the ground up to a height of certainly 
over 5000 metres, is lower than in an anticyclone. 
It is probable that this holds good for wint.er 
also, if their temperature be compared With that m 
the centre of an anticyclone. The warmth which accom
panies winter cyclones at the earth's surface, and which 
was assumed to characterize the whole air-column, is 
restricted chiefly to the lower atmospheric layers; the 
observations on high mountains show that the greatest 
warmth is always brought by anticyclones; the higher 
the mountain, the more pronounced is this result. 

"At very great elevations, above the cirrus level for 
instance, the temperature differences of cyclones and 
anticyclones may again be reversed; possibly, however, 
.not so. For either of these alternative views plausible 
grounds may be assigned. But this much is certain, that 
the theory of the causes of cyclonic and anticyclonic 
movements of the atmosphere must take count of the 
fact that up to heights of at least 4 or 5 kilometres, the 
air temperature in the heart of an anticyclone may be 
(and perhaps always is) higher than that in the centre of 
a cyclone. 

"Thus fall to the ground the views of those who have 
-.">ught for the cause of these movements in the different 
specific gravities of the air in cyclones and anticyclones; 
in the 'upcast' to which the air must be subject in a 
cyclone .... 

"So long as the observed temperatures were those 
only of the earth's surface, one fell almost necessarily 
into this error, which was so natural and apparently 
explanatory. Where cold air lay on the earth's surface, 
there we found high pressures, and vice versa,· what 
could be more self-evident than that the temperature of 
the air-column was the determining cause of the pres
sure? It was the observations of mountain observa
tories, those of peak-summits, that first set us free from 
this error; and we must now conclude that the tempera
ture conditions of wandering cyclones and anticyclones 
are the effect and not the cause, that they are the con
sequence of the movements of the air-masses, of the 
ascents and descents of the vertical circulation of the 
atmosphere. There can no longer be any doubt that the 
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pressures in barometric maxima and minima generally 
are to be explained mainly through these movements of 
the air. The forces which set up the atmospheric circu· 
lation of the higher latitudes, especially in winter, have 
their origin in the warmth of the tropics-that is to say,. 
in the difference of temperature between the polarregions 
and the equatorial zone. Cyclones and anticyclones are· 
but partial phases in the general circulation of the atmo
sphere. The air-currents that set towards the poles as 
a consequence of the upper gradients are partially reo 
solved in vortices in the higher latitudes, and their pro
gressive movement is chiefly determined by the prevailing 
westerly direction of the wind currents. The influences 
of variations of the terrestrial surface, of the heating and 
cooling of continents and oceans, as well as of the local 
influx of water-vapour and its condensation, are but 
of secondary importance. They may however strengthen 
or destroy the ascending or descending eddies, and modify 
their paths and their rate of progression. 

"These views are such as I have always enunciated 
(for a long time, indeed, without any apparent result) in 
opposition to the then prevalent theories of the local. 
origin of barometric minima through the agency of con
densing water-vapour (as contended by Mohn, Reye, 
Loomis, and Blanford). They now begin to make way 
and to prevail. Most clearly is this seen in the case of 
Loomis, who, in the course of his own persistent study of 
the behaviour of barometric minima and maxima, has' 
been compelled by degrees to give up the 'condensation 
theory' to which he formerly adhered so strongly, and to 
ascribe the origin as well as the progressive movement 
of cyclones to the general circulation of the atmosphere." 

After a cursory recapitulation of some of the leading 
demonstrations of his previous writings, to which brief 
reference has been made above, Prof. Hann concludes;-

" This theory is not merely deductive, nor is it put for
ward simply as a speculation. On numerous occasions I 
have demonstrated step by step how it agrees with obser
vation in all its details, so that I may fairly claim the right 
of priority for its establishment." 

This claim will doubtless be readily admitted, and it 
adds one more to the many great services which its 
author has already rendered to the cause of physical 
meteorology, and which have long since won for him his 
universally acknowledged place in the forefront of moder!1 
meteorological science. As regards the genesis of anti
cyclones, for the study of which the Sonnblick, Hoch 
Obir, and Santis Observatories have afforded him numer
ous opportunities, which he has turned to the best account,. 
Prof. Hann's conclusions appear to be unassailable. And 
in respect of the cyclone5" or barometric of 
temperate and sub-Arctic zones, although the IS 

perhaps less decisive, and its conclusiveness may pOSSibly 
yet be· challenged in some particulars, it must at least 
be conceded that his arguments are entitled to much 
weight; and the facts adduced greatly weaken, if indeed 
they do not altogether destroy, the validity of th.e views 
hitherto prevalent. For my own part, I am qUite 
pared to admit. the probability that these 
minima are, as he contends, in their origin, great eddies 
in the higher atmosphere, and are not determined by the 
high mean temperature of the air-column over the spot 
in which they first appear. 

But I cannot admit that these conclusions can be ex
tended to the case of tropical cyclones. Prof. Hann does 
not indeed expressly claim such extension; but, on !he 
other hand, he does not expressly limit their applicatIOn 
to the storms of extra-tropical latitudes, and from the 
fact that, in a paper recently published in ,the Meteoro
logische Zeitschrijt/ he discusses the conditions of both 
these classes of cyclones without insisting on 
mental distinction between them, it must, I thmk, be lU-

I: H Bemerkungen tiber die Temperatur in den Cyclonen und 
Met. Zeitschr. J Heft 9, September 1890' 
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ferred that he contemplates as at least a high probability 
that they originate from like causes. Moreover, in the 
paragraph quoted above, he refers to myself as an up
holder of the condensation theory, in terms that seem to 
imply that he regards me as an opponent, the fact being 
that I have never contended that this theory is applicable 
to the case of other than tropical cyclones, or, to be exact, 
of other than those of Indian seas. To this contention I 
must still adhere; but as the discussion of the question 
would unduly extend the limits of this notice, I reserve it 
for another occasion. HENRY F. BLANFORD. 

ON THE ANATOMY AND DEVELOPMENT 
OF APTERYX. 

I Na paper read before the Royal Society on April 17 of 
this year, Prof. T. Jeffery Parker, F.R.S., of Otago 

University, gives an account. of his researches on the 
anatomy and development of the Kiwi (Apteryx) which 
are of especial interest, as so· few detailed observations 
have been recorded on the development of any of the 
flightless birds (Ratitce). Moreover, the comparisons 
which are given of the different species of Apteryx

J
• the 

account of the sexual differences, and the variations seen 
within the same species; and the tables showing the re
lative proportions of the various regions of the body in 
different stages of development, illustrating the "law of I 
growth," add greatly to our knowledge of this remarkable 
genus. A number of new terms are proposed in the 
description of the skeleton, and a new method of writing 
the vertebral formula of birds is adopted. Notes are 
given with regard to the presence of uncinate processes 
and to the structure of the foot in Dinornis. 

The chief materials on which the investigation is based 
consist of a number of embryos of the three common 
species of Apteryx, which naturally group themselves 
into ten stages (A-K); an eleventh stage (L) is furnished 
by a bird a few weeks old, a twelfth (M) by the skeleton 
of an adolescent specimen, and a thirteenth (N) and four
teenth (0) by odd bones of young birds; the adult may 
be considered as constituting a fifteenth stage. The 
embryos were, for the most part, well preserved, but not 
sufficiently well for the purposes of exact histological 
study. The single embryo belonging to stage A corre
sponds in most respects to a chick of the fourth day. 

The paper is illustrated with over 300 figures, and 
gives so many technical details as to the structure and 
development of the skeleton, and as to the muscles of 
the wing, the brain, and the eye, that it is impossible here 
to give anything approaching a satisfactory abstract of 
the whole, which will appear shortly in the Philosophical 
Transactions. The chief results of more general interest, 
as bearing on the phylogeny of Apteryx and of the 
Ratitx generally, may be briefly summarized as follows. 

equal digits, followed by one (stage F) in which it .is a 
typical wing with second partIally 
atrophied first and thIrd dIgIts. The vanabll.lty of the 
muscles of the wing is noteworthy, and the eVIdences of 
degeneration are very clear; a number of wing-muscles, 
not mentioned by Owen, are described. 

The nostril has acquired its final position at the end of 
the beak in stage E ; up to the middle of incubation the 
whole respiratory region of the olfactory chamber,/rom 
the anterior nares to the commencement of the turbmals, 
is filled with a solid mass of epithelial cells, through 
which a passage is formed at a later period .. The tur
binals are unusually well developed. A pecten IS present 
in the eye during late embryonic life. At no stage is 
there any trace of the caruncle or "egg-breaker" at the 
end of the beak. 

As regards the skull, it may be mentioned that the 
head of the quadrate is provided with two articular 
facets; no intertrabecula could be observed; there is 
no interorbital septum; Jacobson's cartilages are present; 
and the byoidean portion of the tongue-bone ossifies late, 
and is obviously degraded. 

The vertebral column and hind-limb are typically 
avian, both as regards structure and development, and 
these typical characters appear early in the pelvis. There 
is a pygostyle. The sternum and shoulder-girdle, as well 
as the wing, are very variable, indicating degeneration; 
their position in stage E resembles that seen in 
birds. Vestigial acromial, procoracoid, and acrocoracOld 
processes are present, the procoracoid being ,,:,ell marked 
in comparatively late embryonic life. There IS no 
of clavicles. A vestigial keel is occasionally present III 

the sternum; but before considering the peculiarities in 
the development of the sternum as of im
portance, it will be necessary to study that of the flIght
less Carinatx, and especially of Stringops. 

The brain passes through a typical avian stage with 
lateral optic lobes. The mesencephal is unusually small 
from the first; in stages D-F the optic lobes are dorsal; 
in G they become lateral by the transverse extension of 
the optic commissure or median portion of the roof of the 
mesoccele; in H they are already ventral, although 
larger proportionally than in the adult. The diencephal 
becomes tilted backwards in later stages, its dorsal wall 
becoming posterior, and the foramen of Monro postero
dorsal instead of antero·dorsal. The anterior commissure 
and corpus callosum are large. The cerebral hemispheres 
are of unusual proportional length, and partly cover the 
cerebellum. 

The greater number of the characters enumerated 
support the view that Apteryx is derived from a typical 
avian form capable of flight; J but on the other hand, the 
total absence of rectrices tells against this theory. Many 
characters, again, indicate derivation from a more 
generalized type than existing birds; while in other points 
Apteryx exhibits greater specialization than other birds 
The general balance of evidence seems to point to the 
derivation of both Ratitx and Carinatx from an early 
group of typical flying birds or Proto-Carinatce. 

CAPTIVE BALLOONS. 

In stage A, the limbs have already attained their per
manent position, so that, if the backward shifting of the 
appendages so noticeable in the chick occurs in Apteryx, 
it must take place at an unusual,!y early period. In 
stage C, corresponding with a sixth-day chick, there is 
a well-marked operculum growing backwards from the 
hyoidean fold, and covering the third (? and fourth) vis
ceral cleft. A rudiment of this structure is seen in the 
preceding stage. 

From the first appearance of the feather papillx there 
are well-marked pterylx and apteria, most of which can 
be made out with tolerable distinctness in the adult. 

The wing of the adult has a well-marked pre- and post
patagium, and amongst its feathers may be distinguished 
nine or ten cubitals, two or three metacarpals, one mid
digital, and a row of tectrices majores. The barbicels of 
the feathers are slightly curved. The fore-limb passes 
through a stage in which it is a tridactyle paw with sub-

SOME important experiments with captive balloons have 
lately been made in the Mediterranean squadron of 

the French navy. By the courtesy of the editor of La 
Nature, we are enabled to give, on the next page, a 
representation of the most interesting of these experi
ments, which was made on board the ironclad Le Formid
able. All the officers who mounted in the car declare 
that it afforded an excellent point of observation. In 
clear weather they could distinguish, from Lagoubran, 
all the details of the coast from the entrance to Mar-

I The attitude assumed during sleep also supports this vi w. 
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